RADA RAC
PART NO: 1642.014
Genuine Rada Accessory

These instructions are to be left with the user

Installation
The RAC should be positioned above and offset to one side of the top outlet of the
shower control. The RAC is offset to prevent the flexible hose from obstructing the
shower temperature and/or flow control knobs. The pipework between the shower
control and the 1/2” BSP female fitting is not supplied.
1.

The supply pipe from the shower
control must terminate at the wall
surface with a 1/2” BSP female
thread. The end of the fitting must be
flush with, or up to 5 mm below the
finished surface of the wall.

2.

Apply liquid sealant or PTFE tape to
the 1/2” BSP brass nipple. Do not use
paste.

3.

Screw the brass nipple into the
female fitting, until it projects between
23 and 25 mm from the finished
surface of the wall. If the brass nipple
projects greater than 25 mm it will
prevent the elbow from engaging
with the wallplate. If necessary, cut
the brass nipple to the correct length
and remove any burrs.

23 - 25 mm
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4.

Place the wallplate over the brass nipple. Make sure that the foam seal is fitted
against the finished wall surface.

5.

Apply liquid sealant or PTFE tape to the exposed section of the brass nipple.
Do not use paste.

6.

Screw the mounting bush on to the brass nipple until it clamps the wallplate
loosely against the wall.

7.

Rotate the wallplate to align one of the fixing holes at the top centre.

8.

Tighten the mounting bush to hold the wallplate in position. Flats are provided
on the mounting bush for a 24 mm A/F spanner.
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9.

Push the elbow fully on to the mounting bush and secure with the three fixing
screws.
Note! Make sure that the ‘O’ Seal is fitted.

10. Locate the shroud over the elbow. Carefully push the shroud until it engages
with the clip feature of the elbow.
11. This completes the installation of the Rada RAC.
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